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 Mystic Farm & Distillery’s Space Aged Bourbon Is Carbon Neutral 

North Carolina’s premier distillery is aging five barrels of bourbon 
 in space, and every aspect of the mission will be carbon neutral 

Durham, NC – January 31, 2023 – Mystic Farm & Distillery, maker of Mystic Galactic, a 
bourbon whiskey aged for three years on earth and one year in space, confirmed today 
that all phases of the mission will be carbon neutral. 

For the Galactic space mission Mystic plans to contract with Native Eco Public Benefit 
Corporation, a Certified B-Corporation specializing in carbon offset projects throughout 
the developing world. Mystic will purchase sufficient carbon offsets to neutralize all the 
emissions related to production, transportation, launch, packaging, and distribution of 
Mystic Galactic Bourbon.  

After a careful analysis, Mystic estimates that all phases of the Galactic lifecycle from 
initial production to bottling of the spirit once it returns to earth are expected to generate 
732 metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions. To ensure that Mystic continues its legacy 
of environmental stewardship, the distiller will purchase an additional 368 tons of carbon 
offsets.  

“We want to demonstrate that even the most elite spirit ever created can still be 
produced in a responsible and sustainable way,” said Jonathan Blitz, co-owner of 
Mystic. “We want all of our customers to feel good about buying from us, whether they 
purchase a $25 bottle of Mystic Vision Vodka or a $75,000 bottle of Mystic Galactic.” 

A pioneer in sustainable distilling, Mystic is the largest solar powered bourbon distillery, 
producing bourbon and other spirits using a zero-waste process. The distillery reuses 
processed water for irrigation, feeds its spent grain to local livestock, reuses or recycles 
all packaging, and utilizes advanced electrical control technology to reduce its use of 
power for pumps and other machinery. 



To learn more, visit www.mysticgalactic.com and www.native.eco 

About Mystic Farm and Distillery 
Mystic launched in 2013 with their first product, Mystic Bourbon Liqueur, a unique blend of 
bourbon, wildflower honey, and spices. A woman-owned business, Mystic now operates the 
largest solar powered bourbon distillery in the world. Boasting the highest-rated distillery tours 
in North America, Mystic is proud to craft the Piedmont’s superior grain, water, and aging 
climate into world-class spirits such as Mystic Bourbon Liqueur, Heart of Mystic Bourbon, 
Mystic 57 Navy Strength Gin, Soul of Mystic Unaged Spirit, and Broken Oak Double-Barreled 
Bourbon Whiskey. 

More information about Mystic is available at: www.whatismystic.com/ 




